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Energy Forecast 2020
 

 

I am Joanna Hunter, Spiritual life and business coach. I help soul lead entrepreneurs build 6 & 7

figure businesses with source alignment and hold space for those want to explore their spiritual

side. I am a divine channel for source energy and channel a collective consciousness called Skylar

who are here in this time of great awakening to help people transition from an asleep state of

being to a fully awakened state of being. If you are new to my world, a super warm welcome! And if

you been following me a while then it's great to see you again... 

 

We are at that time where we wonder what the new year and indeed the next decade will hold for

us. There's both excitement and trepidation to what the universe will unfold... In this special forecast

I will give you the general energy overview of 2020 & how to work out your personal 2020 forecast

based on your personal channeled numerology for 2020- Let's dive in! 

It's important to remember that you are a sacred creator - in a fully awakened state of being you

are powerful beyond measure and you can create the reality you want from that vibration. This

forecast is here to give you guidance on what energies will be available to you so you can

harness them to greater effect!  

 

 

 

 

2019 - was an 3 year 2+0+1+9 =12, 1+2= 3 

 

3 years are spirits year, its not the year of the fence sitter and many of us have felt the deep

polarity that this 3 year has created. Many have faced massive challenges, pushing us to what

felt like the absolute edge of our sanity. 

 

This has all been done by a universe who loves you so much, championing you into a better

vibration, pushing you till you make firm decisions about what you want for your life. This year has

screamed in our face; "Wake the fuck up!"  And wake up some of us have!  that is not always a

kittens and rainbows journey

 

These huge changes have forced us to take a good lonnnnnng hard look at what we want from

life and what we even want in it.  Some of it made us ugly cry, one box of tissues isn't going to be

enough cry.... for those of us that were brave enough to dry our tears and look for the 

gold, we were rewarded with new relationships, new homes, new careers, windfalls and

massive change. 

 

Good news is, you don't get just one chance to change your life - every moment is 

an opportunity to align with the truth of who you are - Source Energy. 

Hey Gorgeous Soul

2019 Re- cap overview
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2020 Overview

2020 - is a 4 year 2+0+2+0 = 4  

 

 

 

The opportunities this year will be many and varied. If last year felt like a shit-storm, you can

breathe a sigh of relief as this year will be balm to soothe you. 4 years are strong years, they will

require us to build with strength, building of any kind; from businesses to homes to relationships

will be a key feature of this year. 

 

2020 - 4's are all about foundations, this year will call on us to review our own foundations, it's an

excellent year for marriage and new homes- as long as they are built on strong foundations, in

truth and source alignment. A word to the wise, the angular 4 years are uncompromising to those

that like to cut corners or rush the job - consider yourself warned as 4's never cut a corner, they

are literally the corner stones of life! 

 

The dominion of Angels will be enforce this year with a major Archangel portal opening on 4/4/4

- the 4 year is like a giant conduit into the angelic realms so get ready for angel mania to sweep

the globe as these celestial beings make there presence know with the strength of the 4 year.

Our Galactic families will also be using this angelic conduit to send more light to the people of

Earth. Be open, tell your ego self to sit in back and hush now as the adults have work to do. 

 

Equally those of you attracted to working with angels will feel that call very deeply this year,

almost from the start of the year with that calling only getting much deeper as the year goes on.

 

The illusion of time will continue to dissolve during this year with many entering the timelessness of

the universe within meditation. Daily life and time will take on weird patterns within our life to

help us wake up to the fact we are the source of time. 

The years motto will be; "will this serve me long term?"

 

Joanna    Hunter

The opportunities: 

Watch out for:  
The quick fixes or cutting corners - this year is about honouring long term solutions, it's not

the year for a band aid on a broken leg.  Boxed in thinking is a trap many might get caught

in this year, so keep checking in with yourself so you don't fall prey to this trap by asking  "Is

this the most expansive energy for me right now?" have the courage to act on the answers.

 

With the illusion of time dissolving, many will face issues with time to help them wake up

to their cosmic creator power during 2020.  This year is literally about building the life of

your dreams so make sure you don't leave room for the stuff of nightmares! 
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 Your Personal Year Number2020

This is to work out what your personal year number will be. Take the day and month of your birth.

Here's an example using mine... 

 

 28 08
Day Month

2+0+2+0+ + =4
Example 

 

28th of August 2020 becomes 2+8+0+8+2+0+2+0 = 22      2+2 = 4

 

Keep adding till you've reduced your number to a single digit  1 to 9 or 11  

 
 Now it's your turn. Take the day and month of your birth + 2020 = Your personal year number. 

 

 

On the next pages locate your number and see how that will translate into 

energy for you in 2020- what Source and your soul have in store for you.

Remember you always have free will so this is about taking a peek at the energy 

and using that knowledge to leverage your year!!!  

 

 

Day Month
2+0+2+0++ =
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Personal Year Number
One If your number came out at One - you will be called to start many new things, shinny object

syndrome - the struggle will be real, however if you tune in deeply to your intuition this year

she will be your guide to success and creating a year that will embrace the new beginnings

that ones are famous for. A one year in a new decade is all about starting out on the right

foot, journal on what you really want for the next phase of your life because 2020 will kick it

of right. 

 

What to watch out for:  Don't cut corners, new beginning can bring up uncertainty so TRUST

your intuition and all will be well. 

 

If your number came out at Two - Your year will be one of polarity and duality. They say great

change happens at the edges of life and this year you will have a lot of opportunities

to experience duality since this year was born of double two's. There will be many things that

will feel like you got a double dose, so make sure your alignment to source is monitored and

checked regularly- call on angelic assistance to help you with this. Since this year has

the ability to give out a double dose the potential for a bumper year is here!!!  The Big

opportunity here is for building with mega speed as long as you don't cut corners, an

excellent year for building businesses or even a new home- but build it to LAST! 

 

What to watch out for:   You got this - go play in the well of infinite possibilities and you

might just surprise yourself. Don't allow yourself to fall into the trap of your "poor little me..."

story that will only lead to a double dose of drama this year. 

 

Two

If your number came out at Three - Get clear on what you want. If three's have one mission

this year it's project clarity - it's so important at this time of increased manifestation and

increased angelic presence that you have laser focus to your wants and desires. 3 is a

powerfully aligned number with spirit, 

therefore your manifestation, especially where foundations like homes, money and

relationships are concerned, will be on fire so major clarity is your friend  this year.  Use the

energy opening question of, "what is the most expansive choice for me right now?"

to help you align your energy to your true desires. 

 

What to watch out for:  don't allow your energy to dwell in the past this year, 

what is done is done. Letting go of your inner critic will be so worth it this year

especially if you are plagued with a particularly harsh brand of inner critic.    

 

Three
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Personal Year Number
Four

Five

Six

This is a 4 year in a 4 year 4+4 =8 the number of infinite expansion, that's the BIG opportunity

available to you this year. The qualities of four will be amplified this year, those of you that

have dedicated your life to service and do so from a open and grateful heart this year will

create a massive foundational shift in terms of opening up the flow of abundance. This year,

the most important thing for 4's to remember is the energy base which they are operating

from as it will be super reflected back to them. Source alignment is the key that will literally

unlock a rock solid foundation on which you will be able to build anything you desire. Call on

the angels as they will have many messages for you this year! 

 

What to watch out for:  Boxed in thinking.  Keep yourself in a high vibe energy by focusing

on that internal, expansive feeling as not all stability has got that energy, in fact some may

even feel constrictive- avoid the constrictive feeling to stay out of the box.  4/4/2020 hang

on to your hats! 

 
If your number came out at Five -Your year will contain a lot of completion, where long term

things and projects will come to an end. New cycles will begin as old ones end - this will

bring the uncertainty 5's are famous for, however' if your focus is on your foundations then

the strength of the 4 year will elevate this year and give you an almost unfuckable with

strength as the universe will have your back - this years motto for you will be; My faith is rock

soild! Fives would do well this year to work on inner confidence as that will allow you to

become even stronger in your faith that, "you got this!"  and so it is! 

 

What to watch out for:  Your biggest threat this year will come from within - your own ego,

don't allow it to run rampant, because trust me, you won't like what it will have to say.  In

times of uncertainty lean on your FAITH - Finding Answers In The Heart! 

If your number came out at Six -This year has the opportunity and potential for being a

defining pinnacle year -sixes this year will have a great opportunity for advancement and

achievements, however, you have  got to be in it to win it.  Put your best foot forward - be

VISIBLE so you can reap the rewards of a pinnacle year. Knowing yourself this year will be

important, so don't let anyone else define who you are- it literally could be your year! 

 

What to watch out for:  When it comes to ideas of competition - don't buy what "they" are

selling. Competition is a human construct born of scarcity thinking, for a winner 

like you it has no business in your daily life other than to tell you a BS story of

how there's not enough for everyone- celebrate instead, everyone is unique. 
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Personal Year Number

Seven

Eight

Nine

If your number came out at Seven - This year can have the potential for being a bit of

a whirlwind, this will be a year of lots of energy, highs and lows, coming and goings... a real

mish-mash of different energy this year, so the opportunity this year is allowing yourself to

stay open and being flexible - set ideas will not be your friend this year, however, by staying

open and flexible to change you will ride this energy like Daenerys riding her dragons in total

bad-ass style- stay flexible my friend! 

 

What to watch out for:  The 4 of this year will want you to conform, get a real J-O-B, be

sensible - however this years potential for sevens means that may not be the best course of

action as out of the box thinking is really required for you to truly tap into the abundance this

year can offer you. 

If your number came out at Eight - This will be a real, "if you built it they will come," year. You

will have the potential for really tapping into soul purpose- for those of you that know what

that is then build, build like you have never built before! For those of you still in search of your

illusive soul purpose then follow your joy, bliss and passion as this beautiful trinity of energies

has a soul path waiting to unfold within your heart this year. Wherever possible, create with

joy to unfold the 8's full opportunity this year.  

 

What to watch out for:  There is nothing like an 8 year for bringing your money shit to the

yard. You can easily counter this by working on your money mindset - clear out the old and

make way for the new.  A time to zap limiting beliefs. The next decade will thank you! 

If your number came out at Nine - During this 9 year there will be no better friends for you

this year than the angels. This will be the year to quit playing with your spiritual gifts and

make a stronger commitment to embrace all of what you have going on there. This will be

the year to build rock solid spiritual foundations for the next decade. 'Come to the light side

we have cookies...' Embracing your intuitive side and getting your woo woo on will be how

you can tap into the universal opportunities available to those of you having a nine year.  

 

What to watch out for: EGO.... oh she's going to be dogging your every step till 

you get a handle on her sneaky ways - remember the ego is not to be rejected

but embraced as the part of you that try's to keep you safe.... however, safe

is the comfort zone and nothing ever grows there!  Keep a check on your 

own inner stories and align them with love., it is safe for you to shine! 
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Personal Year Number
Eleven

Sacred Divine Creators

If your number came out at Eleven - This will be the year you will need to create a solid home

base before you attempt any other endeavors this year. Getting home life sorted and having

a solid home base will be paramount to creating the stability which allows us to go wide and

high in life. Opportunity for a much more harmonious family and business life is very much in

the spotlight this year. 11's will rock the motto, "Home is where the heart is!"

 

What to watch out for:  Indecision is this years invite to the limbo land party. Don't get

caught drinking, "I don't know," kool-aid, or munching on, "too much choice," canapés -

breathe and repeat after me: Forward momentum is Forward momentum- doesn't matter

how slow you go as long as it's forward. 

The guidance in this forecast is designed to uplift you and to help you ride the energies with

greater ease and flow!   

 

This is a year of strong foundations. Foundations create the energetic imprints for future

endeavors, getting these right for our life and business is so important for success in our

human experience. That's why so much of my channeled work centers around foundations for

Spiritual Life and Business. 

 

If you have been feeling like you're working too hard for too little or maybe you're making

money in your spiritual business but you're not hitting your goals and your not sure where your

next clients is coming from then check out my Divine Planning - Abundant Profits

Academy 

 

We are about to start a LIVE round in January! This is the place where business magic

happens! At the core of the academy is a powerful business system that will help you

create consistency in income & impact to harness 2020's potential   

 
Use this link 

www.joannahunter.com/dpapa
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